restricted three-body problem. Following Birkhoft', de Vogelaere [lo] studied periodic points of $e and symmetry in conservative dynamical systems with two degrees of freedom.
Let fi % _C R" 3 R be a smooth function defined on the open connected set @. H satisfies a symmetry property if and only if HO 2 = H, where 2' is a linear map with diagonal matrix +diag( 1, -1, -1, 1) or *diag( 1, 1, -1, -1). The property of H represented by invariance under diag(1, 1, -1, -1) is called "reversibility. " Symmetry of H about the horizontal axis in configuration space is characterized by invariance under diag(l, -1, -1, 1). When 2 = &diag( 1, -1, -1, 1) we refer to the axis in configuration space given by the unchanged coordinate as the "axis of symmetry. Suppose that 2 = diag( 1, -1, -1, 1) and suppose that {x2 = 0) = 2 is a surface of section to x at x(O). Let H(x(0)) = h, and let (x*. 0, 0, y") be one of the orthogonal crossings of the axis of symmetry of x. We may solve W-v, , 0, y, , ye) -e = 0 for y3 as a function g of .x1 , yi , and the energy e in a neighborhood of (x*, 0,/z). The following results given in italics are proved in [9] . g has tlze property that g(+,
, yl>, e) = g@, , yl). The map W (x1 , y1 , e> + (sl , 0, y1 , g(% , A , 4) is a dz#eomorphism onto a neighborhood of (.Y*, 0, 0, y*) in 2'. For each e, Ye : (-vl ,yl) -W3 ,35 , e) is an area preseming map. Suppose that # is the Poincare map [l, p. 1.581 of x defined in a neighborhood of (x*, 0, 0, y*) on Z. The map 4 = Y-1 o $I o Y is an area preserving farnil of da~eomorphisms. We prove i?z [9] that 4 satisjies (1.1).
Notice also that c#~(x*, 0) = x*. That is, $I& has symmetricJiwed point (x", 0). Similar results are proved in [9] for any choice of 2. So we see that symmetric fixed points of 4 correspond to symmetric periodic solutions of Xn . The author will show in later work that the bifurcations of fixed points discussed here correspond to generic bifurcations of periodic orbits from a symmetric periodic solution of a symmetric Hamiltonian system. Deprit and Henrard [5] discuss symmetric families of periodic orbits in the three-body problem. In [.5, p. 174-1751 they mention the existence of a family of unsymmetric periodic orbits bifurcating from a given symmetric periodic solution. This family corresponds to one of the generic families of unsymmetric periodic points bifurcating from (x, e).
BIFURCATION OF FIXED POIKTS OF SYMMETRIC AREA PRESERVING DIFFEOMORPRISMS
Instead of seeking fixed points of families of area preserving diffeomorphisms directly, we follow Meyer [S, p. 971 and look for critical points of generating functions for these maps.
Generating Function for $ Defined Near a Fixed Point of4
Suppose that (p, 4): U ---f R2 are symplectic coordinates on U and that the components of 4 are Q and P. Suppose that (x, y, s) is a fixed point of +. Consider the one form Q = (P -P) 4O + 4) -(& -4) w + P).
There exists a neighborhood IV x J of (x, y, s) in U x I and a smooth function ,4s 4 depends smoothly on e then so does G. Meyer observes that (i) a fixed point of 4 whose multipliers are not -1 corresponds to a critical point of the generating function G;
(ii) conversely, if G is a smooth function with critical point (x, y, s) and Hessian not equal to -1 at (x, y, s) then the equations (2.1) and (2.2) yield an area preserving diffeomorphism + with fixed point (x, y, s).
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be tlze Enenv map with mat& idiag(l, -1). Let (x, y, s) be a$xedpoint of $: U x I + U z&h nzultipliprs not equal to -1. The generating function G: W x J ---f R for C$ dejined by (2.1) and (2.2) has the propert?l G 0 (L, n;) = G! where17, : i3' x J -+ J is the projection function, if and only if + has the symmetry property (1.1) and (x, y, s) is a symmetric$xedpoint of 9.
The proof of this result will be given later.
Fixed Points of # Suppose that 4 has fixed point (0, 0,O). To terms of order 2 we write the generating function G of # as G&f, qe) = Ae + h5" + P&I + &PI' + Pee + Ce5 + Dq + O(t, q, e; 3), (2.3) where O(ui , ua ,..., u, ; n) denotes terms of order at least 12 in the arguments shown. If 4 satisfies (1.1) then, from Lemma 2.2, G is even in either E or q. Whichever linear map L is chosen, it follows from (2.3) that ,f3 = 0. Provided ay f -1 we can solve (2.1) and (2.2) to obtain the linear part of # from (2. (1) In Case A we obtain one family of symmetric fixed points containing (x, 0, s). In Case B we obtain two further families of unsymmetric fixed points bifurcating from (x, 0, s). Notice that if (u, F, e) is an element of one unsymmetric family then (L(u, P), e) belongs to the other family.
(2) The multipliers of the fixed points can be determined as in [8, p. 981 . We find that in both Case A and Case B the fixed points of the symmetric families are hyperbohc on one side of the original symmetric fixed point, but elliptic on the other. However, when C = D,D,G(~, , 0, J=, + 0 we can distinguish the symmetric family of Case B from that of Case A by looking for a maximum or a minimum of a symmetric family at the original fixed point. In Case A the symmetric family has a nondegenerate maximum or minimum occurring at the original fixed point. This occurs generically.
In Case B the symmetric fixed points are given by [(h,(e), 0, e): e E I"), where (2.14)
Comparison of (2.14) with (2.2) shows that (2.14) determines Q*, P* as the same function of 4*, p* as in (2.1 l), namely, (Q*> P") = MI*, P*>. To prove Theorem 3.4 we require the following propositions. Their proofs follow from the transyersality theorem [7, p. 741 and are given in [9] . We now state the analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the space U,qx(ilI, 52). We now state the main result of this paper. Let F = {cj E Y(U x I, U): all fixed points of 4 areL-elementary}. 9 is residual, and hence is dense, in Ys(t' x I, U).
Remark. The denseness of fl follows as Ys(U x I, U) has the Baire property. That sP,( U x I, U) is a Baire space is proved as follows:
The determinant function, det: L(P, R) + R is continuous, where L(aB", R) is the set of linear maps from Rz to R. Let E: U'"(U x I, U) x U x I + L(P, R) be the map (4, (x, e)) ++ @$(x, e), where IIF4 is the derivative of 4 with respect to x' E U. D;* is continuous in the weak topology. Now,
= {$ E gm(U x I, U): Ve EI+~ is area preserving), which is a closed set in the weak topology. (ii) Suppose that (x, 0, e) is a fixed point of 4 E V(U x I, U) which does not har:e multipliers -1. Suppose that + is generated by> G, E S(W x J, R) on a neighbourhood IV0 x Jo of (x, 0, e).
(a) There is a neighbourhood Y& of $ j IV,, x Jo so that for each JI E %$ each$xed point (u, vu, t) of # does not have multipliers -1 at (u, v:, t), and $ is generated by some G in 9( W x J, 0%).
(b) The map Z: YV, -+ 9(TV x J, R), dejned by X(#) = G, the map zL$hich generates 4 on W,, x J,, , is continuous on YFO .
The first part of this proposition is proved using [4, Sect. 10.1.11. The second part is proved by integrating (2.2).
Proof of Lemma 4.4 from Theorem 3.1. If the multipliers of (x, 0, e) are -1 then the lemma follows from the continuity of the determinant function. So we may assume that the multipliers of 4 E 9'( U x Z, U) at (x, 0, e) are I.
Proof of (i). Suppose that 4 1 IV,, x Jo is generated by G, E 9(W x J, R), where IV0 x Jo C U x Z is a neighbourhood of (x, 0, e). Let B C VV,, x J, be a relatively compact neighbourhood of (x, 0, e). Choose G E.?. As H E 8, # has onlyl-elementary fixed points in B.
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